Total synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy combined with multivariate analysis: method for the classification of selected resins, oils, and protein-based media used in paintings.
Recent interest in the fluorescence of binding media and varnishes (proteins, oils, and resins) commonly used in paintings is based on the potential for discriminating these organic materials. A useful way of studying the presence of the broad-band fluorescence emissions found in these complex organic materials is fluorescence excitation emission spectroscopy. However, due to the presence of Raman and Rayleigh scattering which may necessitate correction or preprocessing for statistical analysis and visualization, an alternative approach has been adopted for the analysis of different samples of artist materials based on total synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy. Films of selected drying oils, glue, egg, and casein and the resins mastic, dammar, copal, and shellac were analyzed using total synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy, and an interpretation of the differences between spectra is given. A data reduction method based on the transformation of fluorescence contours extracted from total synchronous fluorescence from Cartesian to polar coordinates is presented and is followed by the comparison of data using multivariate analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis. Results suggest that the new method can be used to classify samples on the basis of their fluorescence spectra, clearly differentiating oils, resins, and protein-based media into groups.